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9.00am - 11.15am

Seminar programme

Chair’s opening remarks
Ruth Slavid, architectural writer, editor and consultant

Architectural Innovation – a key component in the delivery of Network Rail's programme 
of strategic works
Frank Anatole, principle architect, Network Rail  

Case study: Thinking beyond the station: delivering homes in central London through 
Oversite Development 
Marko Neskovic, partner, Hawkins\Brown

 
Vehicle Turntables: A Health & Safety Revolution 
Craig Wright, technical sales director, Movetech UK 

Refreshment break / interlude

Case study:  HS2 Curzon Street Station, Birmingham
Max Fawcett, associate principal, Grimshaw 

Zinc and Transport Infrastructure, a Historic Link 
Jonathan Lowy, operational marketing manager, VMZinc

Case Study: Daventry International Rail Freight Terminal  
Tariq Khan, associate, Stephen George + Partners  

Chair’s closing remarks 
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In association with:



FRANK ANATOLE 
Principle architect 
Network Rail

Frank Anatole is Network Rail’s chief Architect 
and an experienced design director, with 
over 30 years of public and private sector 
experience.  His resume features a number of 
major high-profile, celebrated infrastructure 
projects, including high speed stations in UK 
and France, Crossrail, international sports 
stadiums, UAE masterplanning and the London 
Eye.  He is an RIBA Chartered Member and a 
Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts. 

MAX FAWCETT
Associate prinicpal 
Grimshaw 

Max first joined Grimshaw in 1996 and has 
contributed to a number of complex projects 
such as the redevelopment of the Grade I listed 
Paddington Station, the Messehalle Exhibition 
Centre in Frankfurt and the new London 
Underground Station at Battersea. He has 
experience of numerous transport projects 
involving the movement of large numbers of 
people, engagement with multiple stakeholders 
and the co-ordination of complex functional 
and engineering requirements. Most recently 
he led the team for the HS2 station at Curzon 
Street Birmingham and is currently responsible 
for the Euston London Underground station 
upgrade, also part of the HS2 network.

TARIQ KHAN 
Associate 
Stephen George + Partners 

Tariq joined Stephen George + Partners in 2016. 
He has over 15 years’ experience in a variety 
of sectors and extensive knowledge of all 
stages of the design and construction process. 
Project sectors he has worked in include 
masterplanning, industrial & distribution, 
commercial, education and residential. 
He has a passion for design, problem solving and 
working closely with clients to develop clear 
concepts into commercially viable solutions. 
Tariq is working from the Solihull office as part 
of the team responsible for masterplanning 
distribution projects. 

JONATHAN LOWY 
Operational marketing manager 
VMZinc

Jonathan has over 23 years experience working 
with VMZINC. Having operated in both 
technical and sales positions in three different 
countries he has an excellent understanding of 
not only the market needs but also the technical 
possibilities of zinc as a roofing and cladding 
material. Jonathan has also been involved 
in technical certifications whether that be, 
Environmental Profile Declarations or technical 
systems certifications such as BBA certificates. 
Much of this knowledge has been used to write 
technical literature aimed both at architects 
and installers. Before joining VMZINC, 
Jonathan worked as a land surveyor in Paris, 
ironically spending quite a lot of time on the 
zinc roof tops of Paris! Jonathan graduated from 
Nottingham Trent University in Construction 
Management in 1990.  

Speaker biographies
MARKO NESKOVIC
Partner
Hawkins \Brown  

Marko is a Partner at Hawkins\Brown whose 
work ranges from urban design and public 
realm schemes to designing residential, 
commercial, cultural and leisure buildings 
– both in the UK and internationally. He 
oversees much of the infrastructure-led 
regeneration work, where projects require a 
multifaceted response to dynamic movement 
and use patterns, while coordinating complex 
technical challenges with industry experts 
and stakeholders. Marko takes a collaborative 
approach to all his work. He understands the 
value of a wide range of input throughout 
the design process and has been involved 
in extensive community and stakeholder 
engagement for both public and private sector
clients. 

RUTH SLAVID 
Architectural writer,
editor and consultant

Ruth Slavid is a freelance architectural writer, 
editor and consultant. Since becoming freelance 
in October 2008, she has written for a wide 
range of magazines and organisations about 
architecture, landscape, construction and 
lighting. She  is the author of seven  books on 
architecture. Ruth worked for The Architects’ 
Journal  for 15 years. She has a degree in 
metallurgy  and materials science from the 
University  of Cambridge.

CRAIG WRIGHT
Technical sales director 
Movetech UK

Craig has been with Movetech UK for over 
15 years, and has been a Director since 2016. 
A Chartered Engineer with IMechE, his role 
is to lead both the Sales team and Technical 
team in providing movement solutions for the 
construction, industrial, retail, and TV/theatre/
live events markets. Working with architects 
throughout the entire planning process Craig 
regularly helps specify vehicle access turntables 
for commercial or domestic developments 
many years before the principal contractor 
breaks ground. 
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